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First of all welcome to Phraim and 

thanks for Downloading us. 
Alright Issue 5 out and about loud 

and you get my point. Its funny I 
was thinking about how infrequently 
I have been able to pull the mags 
together and how there seems to 
be no set frequencey and how I am 
pretty sure I like it that way. 

The feature this time around is 
abstract which is pictures that don’t 
have easily recognizable subject 
matter. Or are just shapes and 
colors.

I could take some time and give 
you some pretentous art fag reasons 
of why I like to keep the mag pure 
and not force anything and how I am 
doing the mag slower some months 
so that you get a better product. 
But there really are three things that 
affect the mags frequency and they 
have nothing to do with me want the 
mag to be pure. 

Well one of them is and thats my 

laziness. If I were to give you that 
bullshit reason of magazine integrity 
and high level thats “worth waiting 
for” that would just be code for me 
being lazy and not getting around 
to it which is factor number one. My 
ambition. If I feel more I make more 
its a direct relation. Which I am too 
lazy to expand on. 

Factor 2 is work. I have a design 
job and I make this mag at work in 
my spare time. IE when no-one is 
going to catch me slacking off or 
there is nothing to do. Aparently I 
have been underscrutiny for making 
ads that weren’t up to snuff. Soooo 
that means that I don’t work on 
phraim as much. Don’t worry though 
I still have the highest standards 
for you. Just not ad reps who give 
me no direction and expect magic 
everytime. Thats a whole other can 
of beans that if you really want to 
hear my tired whining about shoot 
me an email and I would be happy 

to thoroughly rag on the problems 
with that whole thing. Story short 
though if you in shit at work don’t 
give them more stuff to dump on 
your head about. Keep their ammo 
to a minimum because if they are 
all ready squating over you ready 
to shit on your face you want it 
over as soon as possible. That very 
disgusting crude rundown is why I 
have been working on the mag less 
at work and stretching it out. The last 
and most important factor is content. 
Sure I could fill the mag up with my 
own pictures and make it a complete 
Dale show but that would just make 
me look like an arrogant dickhead. 
I’ll let you in on a little secret. If you 
take all the glory for yourself then 
your a dick but if you share the glory 
and a bunch of you and your friends 
and aquantances all get the glory 
and overly stoked egos well then my 
friend its an artistic community. So 
sometimes I like to hold off untill i get 
some more art from more sources. 
The more giant swelled heads in 
here the better riiiiiiight. 

We always welcome you and well 
we need more contributors no effin 
around here. Although we got alot of 
good work from our contributors this 
month you can see that we had way 
fewer sources. We want a greater 
representation of whats available 
out there as far as photography 
goes so please send in you shots. 
As always you can send it to me on 
email at phraimmag@gmail.com or 
find us on flickr at www.flickr.com/
groups/phraim

-Dale
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Outside is the section where we in raw terms we present photos that were 
taken outside. Here you will find Landscape, Cityscape and everything in 
between. 

In this Issue we take a look at animals. Animals are nutoriously difficult 
to photograph because usually they cannot be directed and it is always 
uncertain how long anyone pose will be held. But if your part lucky and 
skilled you will get an amazing shot.

People is the section for the human figure. Whether its portraits or action 
shots if it’s has a Human being as the subject matter this is where you will 
find it.

Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a roof. With different 
types of lighting and a restricted subect matter this is one of the toughest 
settings to shoot.
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Outside is the section where 
in raw terms we present 
photos that were taken 

outside. Here you will find 
Landscape, Cityscape and 

everything in between. 
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Pool Side: Anable
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Neverland: Barbara Breitenbach
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Peacock: Dale De Ruiter
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Everglades part 1: Anable
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Sunset in Bowness: Dale De Ruiter
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Chain and ant: Dale De Ruiter
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Bamboo Love: Anable
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Untitled: Barbara Beitenbach
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Ivy Windows: Dale De Ruiter



Trace: Wayne Beaven
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Giraffe Head: Dale De Ruiter Flowers and the sun: Anablh



Metal and Grass: Florian Jirschik
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Another Dead Bird: Dale De Ruiter



Vincent: Wayne Beaven
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Chruch and sky: Dale De RuiterLily Pads: Dale De Ruiter



The City Never Sleeps: Florian Jirschik
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sidewalk: Dale De Ruiter branch on paint: Dale De Ruiter



Under Pass: Wayne Beaven
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Everglades Part 3: Anable park walk: Dale De Ruiter
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Crab Apple Blossom white: Dale De Ruiter
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Sommar: UnderLocket
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Turn Signal: Dale De Ruiter



the back of a sign: Dale De Ruiter
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Flying Lights: Florian Jirshik



Purple Flowers: Carolyn Houston
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Golden: Barbara BreitenbachHallway: Florian Jirshik
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Dandelion: Dale De Ruiter
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Caged #4: Wayne Beaven
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night line: Dale De Ruiter
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Blue Sign: Dale De Ruiter
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Blue Sky at night: Dale De Ruiter
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Pine: Dale De Ruiter



Yet more lights: Dale De Ruiter
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Dead Jesus: Dale De Ruiter

People is the section for the 
human figure. Whether its 
portraits or action shots if it’s 
has a Human being as the 
subject matter this is where 
you will find it.
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pout: Barbara Breitenbach



Car Wash: Ian Witlen
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Drop: Florian Jirschik
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Blurred Face: Dale De Ruiter
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Sunset: Anable
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Mat Wet: Dale De RuiterDave Leger: Ian Witlen
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Rythm and Fire: Florian Jirschik
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hush: Barbara Breitenbach
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Fireplace and girl: Dale De Ruiter Fireplace and 5girls: Dale De RuiterWardrobe by Demonika clothing Wardrobe by Demonika clothing
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White prayer: Dale De Ruiter black maid: Dale De RuiterWardrobe by Demonika clothingWardrobe by Demonika clothing
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Pair a dice: Dale De RuiterEarrings by Demonika clothing red and black: Dale De RuiterWardrobe by Demonika clothing
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blue: Barbara Breitenbach
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violet: Barbara Breitenbach



Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a roof. 
With different types of lighting and a restricted subect matter 
this is one of the toughest settings to shoot.
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